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Notice to reader – the contents of this circular are subject to frequent changes and interpretations by government and 

the private sector.



Business Support – The Reality

This week, we publish the findings from our survey of businesses across a wide range of sectors, sizes and

regions. This response further illustrates the points and ideas raised in our previous circulars as to the

challenges that the current environment presents. Nearly 30% of businesses are forecasting redundancies

post-furlough, as a reaction to significant economic contraction, plus the additional realisation that many

businesses are overstaffed. Support schemes such as CBILS and BBLS have been utilised by our respondents,

illustrating the importance of effective schemes that deliver fast and efficient cash flow to those in need. The

cover of this circular reflects the responses received when respondents were asked to summarise their

thoughts on the environment over the next 12 to 18 months in one word. With a 60:40 split in the negative to

positive sentiment of the choice of word, it appears that there is a degree of polarity with regards to the

fortunes of businesses during this difficult time, impacting their views on prospects for the ‘Return’. Below is a

snapshot of our findings from the survey.
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Of all surveyed businesses believe

that they will make significant

changes to their working practices

and staff training methods

65%

Of all surveyed businesses have

engaged in some form of Covid-19

related business activity (e.g. PPE,

ventilators, transport, fundraising)

2 in 3

Of businesses in the £0-25m

turnover bracket had applied for

and received a loan under the

Bounce Back Loan Scheme

72%
Of all surveyed businesses have

furloughed staff under the Job

Retention Scheme

60%

50%

Of businesses expected financial

returns to decline, software

investment to increase and,

unfortunately, over 70% were

reducing R&D expenditure overall

24%

Of all businesses surveyed

believe that the UK will have a

high level of insolvencies,

exceeding 5,500 per quarter

39%
Of all surveyed had received

grant funds, rates rebates, or rent /

HMRC payment deferrals

60% of businesses surveyed

believe that we will experience a

‘U’ shaped recovery stretching

out to 2022

48%
Of all surveyed businesses

believe that the scope of their

services or products will need to

increase

35%

30%
Of businesses said that they were

forecasting some level of

redundancies post-furlough and

60% believed redundancies in the

UK would exceed 2m

Around

1 in 4

Of businesses in the £25-100m+

turnover bracket received C(L)BILS

funding

Source: Gambit Adaption Survey – June 2020

Of all surveyed businesses expect

an increase in competitive

tension upon the ‘Return’ (this is

more prevalent in certain sectors

such as business services)
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Source: Gambit Adaption Survey – June 2020

Business Survey – SWOT Findings

Threats

Opportunities

External Internal

External Internal

• Sustained social distancing and the
impact on property investment, city
centres, hospitality, workplaces and
public transport.

• Declines in consumer demand.

• Build up of institutional debt, tax
deferrals, outstanding rents, creating
business failures and bad debt.

• Brexit was not mentioned.

• Fear.

• Getting people back to work (the
“worried well”).

• Price increase for manufactured
supplies and tighter margins on
services.

• Supply chain reshoring, increased
stockholding levels and working
capital demands.

• Increased regulatory impact,
particularly HSE.

• UK based manufacturing revival.

• Heightened environmental and
‘clean growth’ agenda.

• Public sector outsourcing.

• Stressed/distressed M&A in certain
sectors.

• Staycation vs. overseas travel.

• Wider talent pool without geographic 
constraint.

• Geographic expansion through 
technology to acquire new 
customers.

• Leaner organisation, reduced 
business travel.

• Weaker competition.

“We need a vaccine”

“Let’s not waste this crisis”

“The worried well”

“Increased business travel

savings”

“Manufacturing will be on

the ascent”

“Concerned about mental

health”

“Online learning is here to

stay at all levels of

education”

“The Government needs to

stimulate the economy

now”

“Further consolidation is likely”

Business Survey – Selected Comments from Respondents

“Being indecisive is a

decision in itself”



Job Retention Scheme 

Business Support – Update

Update
• Throughout June, the scheme will continue as it has

since March, however, from 1st July, employers will
be able to return furloughed workers on a part-
time or reduced-hours basis, with 80% of the
attributed costs remaining covered by the UK
government.

• From August, the government will continue to pay
80% of wages up to a cap of £2,500, but employers
will start to pay contributions such as NI & pension.

• From September, the government will pay 70% of
wages up to a cap of £2,190, with employers
paying 10% of wages as well as contributions.

• As of October, the government will pay 60% of
wages up to a cap of £1,875, with employers
paying 20% of wages plus contributions. After
October, the scheme will then be ended.

• The JRS will close to new entrants on 10 June 2020.

Project Birch

Update
• Project Birch is the name given by the UK

government to a rescue plan that would involve

handing individually tailored bailout packages to

strategically important companies at risk of failure.

• Such support could come in the form of debt

and/or equity to help to buoy the UK’s most

significant, strategically important companies.

• While further details are expected to emerge in

due course, any state financing is likely to come

with conditions attached, such as restrictions on

executive pay, dividends and potentially with

regards to ESG.

• The Treasury has stated that any such support

would be on terms that protect the taxpayer.

• Businesses believed to be seeking Project Birch aid

include Jaguar Land Rover and Tata Steel.

Gambit’s View

The Chancellor’s ‘roadmap’ to wind down the JRS sets a clear timeline that businesses will need to navigate.
Through the implementation of a ‘flexible furlough’ mechanism, businesses have the flexibility and tools to
manage the all important ‘Return’ phase, allowing for a stepped reduction in business’ reliance on the
scheme. The JRS has been one of the cornerstones of the UK’s economic response to Covid-19, however, in
line with our survey findings, attention should now be turned to managing what may transpire to be a period
of heightened redundancies. In addition, the Treasury’s commitment to try to save companies whose failure
will “disproportionately affect the economy” is encouraging. Reducing the risk of any ‘torpedo insolvency’
serves to support finance markets overall and ease the supply of credit to all firms, while also stabilising the UK
jobs market by backing significant employers. We await further detail on any qualifying criteria or restrictions.

Strategic
Bailouts for companies that are

of strategic importance to the

UK

Viable
The company should be viable

as a going concern and would

cause disproportionate harm to

the UK economy if it were to fail

Last 

Resort

For exceptional circumstances

where a viable company has

exhausted all options, support

would be considered on a ‘last

resort’ basis
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£17.5bn
Total cost of the Job Retention

Scheme to the Treasury to date

8.7m
Workers have been furloughed

under the Job Retention Scheme

Source: Telegraph (02/06/20)

1.1m
Firms are using the Job Retention

Scheme at present

c300k
Employees were furloughed in

the last week alone
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Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent corporate finance advisory firm specialising in advising private

and public companies on mid-market transactions in the UK and overseas. With offices in London and

Cardiff, Gambit is widely recognised as a market leader in M&A advice having built up detailed industry

knowledge and an enviable track record in deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com
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